Solar Ecplise
November 13th, 2012, at 22.09 GT
on 22°56´ Scorpio
During this New Moon on 22°56´ Scorpio
with the North Node being on 26°03´Scorpio
a "fated seed" is planted in the consciousness,
which will begin to manifest, when Mars will be
on 22°-26° of Aquarius (26th of January 2013),
on 22°-26° of Taurus (27th of May 2013) and
on 22°-26° of Leo
(10th of October 2013).
As Scorpio correlates, among other archetypes, with
Power, Contracts, Deals, Comittments, interactive Finanzes like
loans, morgages and so on, but also with Evolutionary Necessities
of overcoming the Old and old attachments that serve/d us as an
emotional safty-blanket, in order to experience Metamorphosis into
a New, which often is comes hand in hand with inner compression,
doubts and resistance
(which can be mirrored by a close person on the outside, too),
collectively we can expect intense changes being “seeded”tonight.
Especially in the areas of banking and financial power - locally and
globally - profound changes will be "conceived" tonight and begin
to manifest progessively. As Saturn, the ruler of Capricorn, just
entered Scorpio beginning of October 2012 and Pluto, the ruler of
Scorpio, being in the sign of Capricorn since 2008/9, collectively
we experience a special astrological signification, called
"reception", which classically stands for the abitliy to make joices
(according to Vedic & Horary Astrology).
Thus the power struggle (Pluto) that began with the crash of
Lehman-Brothers (which was also caused by the Bush
administration rejecting any help, which would have kept the
damage (Pluto) under control (Capricorn)) between governments
(Capricorn) and the banks (Scorpio) is now under the evolutionary
pressure to make necessary changes (Scorpio) by free joice
(reception).
It is the beginning of the last “round of joice”starting with
tonight´s Solar Ecplipse and continues as long as Saturn will go
through Scorpio until December.
If that shall be missed evolutionary necessity will kick us into
our ...., or in nicer words, into the right direction!
Evolution always wins!
Same dynamic applies with tonight´s Eclipse regarding global
resources –water, air, food, oil and so on –in order to make the
joice and steps towards new energies thus survival (Taurus –
opposite sign of Scorpio) of species and ourselves.
On an individual or personal level especially Scorpio-born do
receive that “seed”during this New-Moon & Solar Eclipse, which

first needs to settle into consciousness like a seed in the soil: deep
and invisible until the Mars (as stated above) and transiting Saturn
will make it grow, bloom and change your world to the better –if
you are willing to let go of overdue emotional attachments which
served you o n c e, but now they h i n d e r your journey.
Therefore especially Scorpio-borns and Scorpio-risings do need
extra time for themselves, to embrace the taste of independency,
freedom and to experimentally embrace new impulses in oder to
gain a bit more of the needed self-reliance & self-respect.
If you should have natal planets on 22°-26° of Scorpio tonights
Eclipse will put the “seed”there into your personal life. Depending
on the nature of that natal planet (i.e. Venus, Mars, etc.) and what
house being located in your birth horoscope and what house(s) is
rules by that natal planet, you can be sure that changes regarding
the archetypes of that planet, the house it rules and the house it is
in are in the making. After the metaphorical shifts in the future you
will see that it was for the best for you and your life, as the fallen
leaves in Autumn become the rich soil for the flowers in Spring.

